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MINT TRMS SELECTED BY EMPIRE AIRLINES FOR FLIGHT CREW AND 

GROUND STAFF TRAINING MANAGEMENT! 
 

Kiel, 9th September 2015 - MINT Software Systems has announced the celebration of a service 

agreement with the US passenger and cargo carrier Empire Airlines. The airline based in Hayden, 
Idaho, USA has selected the MINT Training and Resource Management System “MINT TRMS” as new 

solution for training scheduling and records management for their cockpit and cabin personnel as 
well as dispatchers and aircraft mechanics.   

 
“With Empire Airlines we are proudly welcoming a new US based customer to the growing MINT user 
community”, says Christian Hollmann, VP of MINT Software Systems. “Empire Airlines have selected 

MINT particularly for its powerful training scheduling and records management capabilities. 
Additionally, the expertise implementing our system into operative training branches at more than 40 
airlines all over the world has driven their decision. Our software will effectively enhance the future 
training operations at Empire and support the continuous growth of their business”, he explains.   

 
MINT TRMS allows customers to optimize their training workflows and speed up the training planning 

and performance with its outstanding scheduling and electronic data gathering and analysis 
capabilities. This unique platform helps airlines all over the globe to significantly enhance their training 

efficiency and the day to day life of all crews and instructors with the instant online access to their 

training schedules, electronic forms, learning material and other training related data in the integrated 

and multifunctional web portal.   
 

“We were looking for the best training management solution for airlines available on the market and with 

MINT TRMS we have found it”, Randy Lanfell, Vice President Operations at Empire Airlines. “Our new 

MINT training management software will improve the effectiveness of the entire training administration 
and with the new MINT WebPortal, we will also streamline the communication between our training 
planners, instructors and all other staff”. 

  

The agreement signed by Empire Airlines and MINT Software Systems includes the delivery of the SaaS 

version of MINT TRMS for training scheduling, record management, training data collection and analysis 
for all flight crew at Empire Airlines.  
  
About MINT Software Systems 

MINT Software Systems, headquartered in Kiel, Germany, with representations in Sharjah (UAE), Bucaramanga, 

(Colombia), and Orlando, (USA) creates innovative training and learning management solutions used by major 

aviation players. MINT's SaaS and onsite solutions employing latest software technology, allowing efficient records 

and training scheduling for crew, ground and maintenance staff and guarantee trouble-free regulatory 

compliance with the AQP/ATQP programs of authorities like the FAA and EASA. 

 

About Empire Airlines 

Empire Airlines is an Idaho based company with over 350 employees providing air cargo services for FedEx in 15 

states and inter-island passenger airline services for Hawaiian Airlines in Hawaii. Empire also operates two other 

divisions: Empire Aerospace providing heavy maintenance and modifications to the industry and Empire 

Unmanned which provides unmanned aerial surveillance and analysis for agriculture and related industries.  
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